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Help Us Keep Wild Elephants Wild and Captive Elephants Safe!Help Us Keep Wild Elephants Wild and Captive Elephants Safe!

Thanks to your support, Elephant Aid International (EAI) is nearing the completion of its year-

long project to free 63 working elephants from chains.

Elephants who have spent decades shackled by chains are now free to roam spacious mini-

sanctuaries for the first time in their lives.

But now we need your help with an unexpected expense: an elephant-proof, perimeter fence to

keep wild elephants wild and captive elephants safe.

 Last hattisar: Prototype for a healthy captive elephant environmentLast hattisar: Prototype for a healthy captive elephant environment

For five weeks, EAI and its tireless volunteers have toiled in sweltering temperatures erecting

solar powered corral fencing so that captive-held anti-poaching patrol elephants at one of the

government's 15 hattisars (elephant stables), in Khorsor, Nepal, can be released from their

chains forever.
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This hattisar is home to eighteen elephants: six females with suckling calves; an older female

who acts as auntie, babysitter and wet nurse; a young pregnant female; two adolescents; and

two young males who no longer live with their mothers.

This, the last hattisar in EAI’s Chain Free Means Pain Free project, has the potential to be a

prototype for a healthy captive elephant environment and transform elephant management in

Nepal.

But an unlikely culprit threatens the success of the project.But an unlikely culprit threatens the success of the project.

His name? Sano Jungli Hatti -- small wild elephant

Every night for the past month, sano jungli hatti has visited the

hattisar, damaged the newly constructed section of chain free corral

fencing and then disappeared into the breaking dawn.

This wild elephant was dubbed sano jungli hatti because he is less than six feet tall and under

ten years of age. First seen traveling alone more than two years ago, the separation from his

wild biological family was many years premature.

Although the circumstances surrounding his separation remain a mystery, sano jungli hatti's

actions clearly demonstrate that he has adopted the resident elephants in Khorsor as his family.

It's not clear if this young elephant is motivated by his desire to procreate or be mothered, but

he is willing to disregard the pain of plowing through six strands of solar powered fencing to

get to his adopted family.

Until now, the fence kept out even the most dominant mature wild bulls.

But this young sano jungli hatti’s destructiveness has created a crisis.But this young sano jungli hatti’s destructiveness has created a crisis.

Each time sano jungli hatti breaks through the fence, it is repaired.

It’s not a problem to repair the fence one or two times. But if the fence needs repairing day after

day, it is not sustainable.

If sano jungli hatti continues to break the fence, the resident elephants willIf sano jungli hatti continues to break the fence, the resident elephants will

be put back on chains.be put back on chains.



We simply cannot allow this to happen.

Solution: A perimeter fenceSolution: A perimeter fence

Capturing or relocating jungli hatti is not a viable option.

Neither is returning all eighteen captive-held elephants to chains.

The answer?

Build a perimeter fence around the entire 15-acre chain free project to keepBuild a perimeter fence around the entire 15-acre chain free project to keep

wild elephants out and the eighteen resident elephants chain-free.wild elephants out and the eighteen resident elephants chain-free.

The six-foot-high elephant-proof perimeter fence will cover 4000 running feet. It is estimated

to cost $1 per foot, a total of $4,000.

To ensure the success of our chain free project — to keep sano jungli hattiTo ensure the success of our chain free project — to keep sano jungli hatti

free and the captive-held elephants chain-free — we must raise the fundsfree and the captive-held elephants chain-free — we must raise the funds

for the perimeter fence immediately. for the perimeter fence immediately. 

Together we have the chance to preserve sano jungli hatti's wild life while improving welfare for

captive-held elephants in Nepal.

As always, thank you for your support!

Sincerely,

Carol Buckley, President/CEO

P.S. If you haven’t already, be sure to read recent news coverage of EAI’s work in the Gulf Times;

Kathmandu Post; and TakePart.

Please make your check payable to Elephant Aid International/Chain Free Means Pain Free

Project and mail to Elephant Aid International, P.O. Box 106, Hohenwald, TN 38462. Your

donation is tax deductible as a charitable contribution. Please consult your tax advisor. To

improve the welfare of all captive elephants, contact your legislator.

 

http://www.gulf-times.com/nepal/250/details/432810/breaking-the-chains,-one-elephant-at-a-time
http://www.ekantipur.com/the-kathmandu-post/2015/03/20/onsaturday/carrying-chitwan/274448.html
http://www.takepart.com/article/2015/03/13/stay-elephants-backs-stop-killing-them
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